
DIY OBSTACLES 

Go slow, give your horse lots of breaks, REWARD EVERY TRY! 

Riders are responsible for the safety of themselves and those around them at all times 
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3 Short Ways Across: Facing the long side, walk across the Middle of the 

bridge.  Next, cross at 25%.  Now cross at 75%.   

Hint:  Keep your horse straight as you cross.  Walk away from the bridge after 

each pass. A break rewards your horse, and gives him time to learn. 

Cross at an Angle: Face the long side.  Starting at 25% cross the bridge so you 

exit the far side at the middle.  Repeat going the opposite way: from middle to 

25%. 

Halt Midway: Facing the short side, walk across and off the bridge.  On your next 

pass, walk across to the middle of the bridge and halt.  Stand until your horse is 

completely relaxed and quiet.  Continue across & off the bridge. 

Off-Center: Instead of walking down the center of the bridge, move over a bit and 

walk across along the left side & off the bridge.  Stay straight and keep an even 

tempo.  On your next pass walk across a bit to the right. 

Cross & Turn: Facing the short side, walk from one end of the bridge to the other 

and halt before stepping off. Stand until your horse is relaxed and quiet. Turn 

around on the bridge and walk back across and off the bridge. 

2-Feet On: Step the front feet only on the bridge and halt.  Stand until your horse 

is completely relaxed and quiet. Now walk onto and across the bridge, halt before 

stepping off.  Once quiet, step down with the front feet only (back feet are still on 

the bridge).  Once quiet continue off the bridge.   

Sidepass: Place your horse facing the long side of the bridge.  Step the front feet 

on the bridge.  Once quiet, Sidepass the length of the bridge with front feet on, 

back feet off.  Halt. Back off the bridge to exit (do not Sidepass off).  

Flat Platform Bridge Options 


